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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  3

Chapter Objectives
After reading this chapter, you should be able to

• Describe why juveniles are treated differently than adults

• Explain the difference between juvenile delinquency and status offenses

• Summarize the three conceptions of delinquency and how they relate to our 
responses to juvenile delinquency

• Identify the social context in which juveniles are living and its effect on the  
well-being of children

• Compare and contrast the concepts of individual and institutional racism, classism, 
and sexism

• Explain why intersectionality is important

• Describe the role of the sociological imagination in explaining the societal response 
to juvenile delinquency

Chapter Pretest
Test your knowledge of this chapter’s material by determining whether the following state-
ments are true or false. Be sure to compare your answers with the answers on page 30.

1. The definition of juvenile changes with time and geography.

2. Status offenses are low-level crimes that are more often committed by juveniles 
than adults.

3. The normative conception of delinquency argues the definition of delinquency is 
an objective fact with which everyone agrees.

4. The cradle-to-prison pipeline refers to the structural and social issues that make it 
more likely some juveniles will go to prison than others.

5. The sociological imagination argues we must ignore as much of the outside forces 
as we can in order to focus on the juvenile if we want to understand delinquency.

6. The juvenile justice system was created under the same philosophy of personal 
responsibility and deterrence that the adult system was created under.

7. The formalization of the juvenile justice system means that juveniles are now 
treated equally and fairly in the system.

Michael was in trouble, again, for stealing cigarettes from the store (this was the sixth time he had been 
caught). He was only 10 years old, and it was suspected that his father had made Michael steal. He had been 
referred to juvenile court. Michael was a quiet child, with a younger sister at home. He lived part-time with 
his father and part-time with his mother and qualified for a pilot program of the juvenile court that provided 
transportation to his court hearings because his mother had no means of taking him herself. He met with his 
probation officer and attended his hearings but never really participated in the court activities. Michael did not 
appear remorseful for his actions. In fact, he did not appear to care about much except his younger sister. One 
day his probation officer bought him a hamburger, but the boy wouldn’t eat it in the car. The probation officer 
thought he was worried about getting the car dirty, but the boy said he was saving it to share with his sister. 
The next time the probation officer met with Michael, he asked him how he and his sister had liked the burger. 
Michael told him that the little girl had dropped her half in the dirt, so Michael had given her his half of the 
burger and eaten nothing himself. So yesterday, Michael was picked up a sixth time for stealing cigarettes at 
the corner store. What should happen to Michael?
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4  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

Anthony had never been in trouble. He was also 10 years old. He was caught yesterday beating a neighbor-
hood boy with a large stick. He broke the boy’s nose and his arm and chipped a tooth. Anthony claimed that 
the boy started it by always calling him names and bullying him and his friend. Anthony says that while he 
was walking home alone the boy started to call him names again and throw rocks at him. Anthony did have 
multiple bruises, but no one could tell if these bruises came from the rocks or the boy defending himself from 
Anthony’s attack. When the police approached Anthony, he immediately started to cry and say he was sorry. 
He asked for his parents, whom the police called. Anthony had never mentioned the bullying to his parents, or 
any other adults in his life, but both his parents said that since school started this year, Anthony had been a bit 
more withdrawn about school. What should happen to Anthony?

One of these stories is true. The other is made up. But both stories represent the experiences 
of children in the United States. It is rarely the case that deciding the future for a juvenile 
is easy, yet we do it every day through our school policies, the community programs we 

choose to or not to support, the juvenile justice legislation we vote for, and the philosophies  
we hold about agency and responsibility, social forces, and social structure.

So we ask you: What should happen to Michael and Anthony? Are they delinquent? Is one 
more delinquent than the other? Is either of them “savable”? What should we do with them? 
Ignore their behavior? Get them help? Charge them with crimes and punish them? And, more 
important, do you think you and your classmates will agree on an answer?

In this introductory chapter, we will equip you to begin answering such questions. In order 
to help you embark on your exploration of juvenile delinquency, we will first explain a bit about 
historical approaches to juvenile delinquency in the United States and place the study of juvenile 
delinquency in its bigger context. We will look at the state of children’s lives in contemporary U.S. 
society and the social dynamics that impact youth and their families and peers today. In addition, 
we will introduce you to different ways of defining juvenile delinquency and to concepts central 
to the critical lens we will be using in our analysis of delinquency in this book. This chapter asks 
you to actively engage in the analysis of several delinquency vignettes as well, in an effort to get 
you brainstorming about the many controversies inherent in the study of juvenile delinquency.

Defining Juvenile Delinquency

This is a book about juvenile delinquency—how we define it, how we measure it, how we explain 
it, and how we try to control it. But when we say juvenile delinquency we are really talking about 
two things: juveniles and delinquency. So, at its core, this book is about the experiences of juve-
niles and the behavior that society has decided is unacceptable. Both need defining.

The Special Case of the Juvenile
Defining children and childhood has not always been easy. The definition has been dependent 
on the historical period. Prior to the late 1800s in the United States, children were seen as an 
excellent source of cheap and dutiful labor; because of this, they were not seen that differently 
than adults in the eyes of institutions (government, family, or legal). With changes in labor laws, 
children gained some legal rights and, with those rights, began to establish an identity that was 
more distinct from that of adults. With these distinctions came new protections, new expecta-
tions, and new definitions for the juvenile.

Most simply, as of December 2018, juveniles can be defined as those individuals who are 
under a certain age: 45 states and Washington, DC, consider those under 18 to be juveniles and 
five states (Georgia, Michigan, Missouri, Texas, and Wisconsin) consider those under 17 to be 
juveniles.1 But there is more to being a juvenile than just age. In general, society believes that 
juveniles have several different attributes than adults. The first is that the young may not be as 
responsible for their behavior as adults. In other words, if both an 11-year-old and a 21-year-old 
engaged in the same bad behavior (say, hitting someone), it is likely we would cut the 11-year-old 
more slack than we would the 21-year-old. This is because juveniles are less mature than adults, 
and we often see this lack of maturity as a reason for their bad behavior. Closely related to this, 
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  5

we believe that juveniles can still be “saved.” In other words, we can rehabilitate them and teach 
them how to follow the rules and treat each other fairly. Ironically, this means that we have often 
treated them more harshly than adults in an attempt to teach them how to be better adults. We 
are less inclined to talk about saving adults. Finally, we believe that juveniles are innocent and in 
need of our protection. This includes protection from both outside forces (other adults, danger-
ous events, and other juveniles) and themselves.

In addition to different attributes, juveniles are mired in a different set of experiences than 
adults. First, juveniles claim a different position in society than adults. It is more likely that juve-
niles are being cared for by an adult and are not solely responsible for the care of others. In addi-
tion, juveniles hold less power in society than adults. Juveniles cannot vote, and they do not have 
the political power, or the relational power, of adults. In fact, some argue that childhood is the 
most oppressed time of an individual’s life.2 We demand obedience from children, we treat them 
in a way we would rarely treat adults (yelling at them in public, yelling at them in private, spank-
ing them, giving them time-outs), and in many instances (far more than adults) we abuse them. 
They have far less say in the decisions about their life experiences than any other group. Finally, 
juveniles have the unique experience of school as their primary focus until they reach adulthood.

The Definition of Delinquency
Even the definition of delinquency is a bit complicated. The truth is that the definition of delin-
quency has also been dependent on both the historical period and the geographic region. For 
example, delinquency is not uniformly defined throughout all states or even across counties. 
What is accepted in one region as “mischief” in another is defined as a crime. For example, a 
friend told us his story of growing up in Idaho and blowing up tree stumps with small sticks of 
dynamite with his friends. He lived in a small town with a lot of open space, a small population, 
and norms that were conducive to owning dynamite. The first time he told these stories, we were 
shocked at the fact he “got away” with using dynamite. Coming from an urban setting, with 
little open space, a large population, and norms that say that owning dynamite is dangerous 
and illegal, we couldn’t believe that he was allowed to do this. In contrast, he never thought his 
behavior was delinquent, he didn’t hide it from the adults around him, and when he looks back 
on these memories, he does so fondly, as an example of time spent outdoors with his friends. 
Had he tried to blow up a tree stump in our hometowns in the 1980s (when we were growing 
up), he would have been considered delinquent and arrested. If he tried to blow up a stump in 
our hometowns today, his act might even be defined as terrorism.

The definition of juvenile delinquency, then, is dependent on both our definition of the 
juvenile and the time and place we are in. In the simplest terms, today the definition of delin-
quency is an act committed by an individual under the age of 18 that violates the penal code of 
the region in which the act is committed. However, even this legal definition is in flux. In some 
states, acts committed by those under 18 can be considered crimes and the individual treated as 
an adult if the state has defined that behavior as too serious to treat the juvenile as a child. For 
example, in California, legislation was approved in 2000 that allows for juveniles who engage in 
many violent or serious crimes, or who are alleged gang members engaging in a wider range of 
crimes, to be defined as adults and moved to the adult criminal justice system.

In addition to delinquent acts, juveniles are subject to a second class of behaviors for which 
they can get into trouble. These acts are called status offenses. Status offenses are acts that are 
not considered crimes and for which adults cannot get in trouble, but that society does not want 
juveniles doing. These include running away from home (most often defined as an unauthorized 
absence from the home for 24 hours or more), school truancy (systematic absence from school), 
drinking alcoholic beverages or smoking cigarettes, and incorrigibility (repeated disobedient 
behavior in the home). Technically, juveniles should not be treated as delinquents for engag-
ing in status offenses. In other words, the general policy is that juveniles should not be arrested 
or formally treated by the juvenile court for behavior that falls in this category. But, in reality, 
sometimes they are, especially if they are considered “chronic status offenders.” Chronic status 
offenders are those who engage in repeated and systematic behavior even after the behavior has 
been addressed by school, family, or a social service agency.

Status offenses: Acts that 
are considered problematic 
because of the age of the 
person carrying them out 
(e.g., truancy and curfew 
violations).
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6  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

Conceptions of Juvenile Delinquency

Normative Conception of Delinquency
How we define juvenile delinquency is also dependent on our general conceptions of misbehav-
ior and deviance. Many believe that juvenile delinquency is a social construct, and even those 
who believe in a more normative conception of delinquency acknowledge that race, 
class, and gender (among other such concepts as age, sexual orientation, nationality, and ability) 
are somehow connected to delinquency.

It is more likely deviance textbooks than delinquency textbooks that discuss conceptions of 
deviance and delinquency, but it is important to understand that our definitions of delinquency 
are not black-and-white. They are based on conceptual orientations about how definitions are 
created. Rubington and Weinberg argue that there are generally two ways of conceptualizing 
deviance and delinquency as either “objectively given” or “subjectively problematic.”3 Clinard 
and Meier also suggest two general conceptions, the reactionist or relativist conception and the 
normative conception.4 Thio argues that we can view deviance from a positivist perspective or a 
constructionist perspective.5

While none of these authors are using the same language, they are defining similar ways 
of conceptualizing “misbehavior.” The first conception—that of an “objectively given,” nor-
mative, or positivist conception of deviance—assumes that there is a general set of norms of 
behavior, conduct, and conditions with which we can all agree. Norms are rules of behavior 
that guide people’s actions. W. G. Sumner broke norms down into three categories: folk-
ways, mores, and laws. Folkways are everyday norms that do not generate much uproar 
if they are violated.6 Think of them as behaviors that might be considered rude if engaged 
in—like standing too close to someone while speaking or picking one’s nose. Mores are 
“moral” norms that may generate more outrage if broken. In a capitalist society, homeless-
ness and unemployment can elicit outrage if the person is considered unworthy of sympa-
thy. Similarly, drinking too much or alcoholism may be seen as a lapse in moral judgment. 
Finally, the third type of norm is the law, which is considered the strongest norm because 

Normative conception of 
delinquency: A conception 
that assumes that there 
is a general set of norms 
of behavior, conduct, and 
conditions with which we 
can agree.

The social media landscape is ever changing, and it isn’t just 
those who grew up before home computers that have a hard 
time keeping up sometimes. Live streaming apps such as 
Periscope and Facebook Live can offer some fairly entertain-
ing moments as individuals accidentally walk naked in front of 
phones and computers they do not know are live streaming. 
But recently, such apps have also been used to record crimes.

A high school student was recently arrested for live 
streaming her 17-year-old friend’s rape. Although she said 
that she initially recorded the rape to preserve evidence, the 
prosecutor alleges that over the course of the 10-minute 
video she got “caught up in the likes” and focused on the 
live stream rather than trying to help her friend.

This begs the question of the impact of such rapidly chang-
ing social media on juveniles’ (and adults’) understanding  

of how the world works and the place of each of us to act in 
that social world, rather than just offering it up as observa-
tions for “likes” and “shares.”

Discussion Questions

1. Describe all the ways that youth use social media in 
their everyday lives. How are these experiences with 
social media similar to interactions that might have 
occurred before social media existed? How are these 
experiences different?

2. Give an example of how social media might be used 
to encourage delinquency. Give an example of how it 
might be used to discourage delinquency.

Source: Adapted from McPhate, M. (2016, April 18). Teenager Is Accused of Live-Streaming a Friend’s Rape on Periscope. New York Times. Retrieved 
from http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/19/us/periscope-rape-case-columbus-ohio-video-livestreaming.html?_r=0

ON THE MEDIA . . .
LIVE STREAMING DELINQUENCY AND CRIME

Folkways: Everyday norms 
that do not generate much 
uproar if they are violated.

Mores: “Moral” norms that 
may generate more outrage 
if broken.

Laws: The strongest norms 
because they are backed by 
official sanctions.
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  7

it is backed by official sanctions (or a formal 
response). In this conception, then, deviance 
and delinquency becomes a violation of a rule 
understood by the majority of the group. This 
rule may be minor, in which case the indi-
vidual is seen as fairly harmless, or the rule 
may be major, in which case the individual 
is seen as “criminal.” The obvious problem 
with this conceptualization goes back to the 
earlier example of Michael and Anthony. It is 
unlikely you and your classmates agree on the 
definition of delinquency and crime in those 
two cases. This leads to the second conception.

Social Constructionist  
Conception of Delinquency
The second conception of delinquency—the “subjectively problematic,” reactionist/relativist, 
social constructionist conception—assumes that the definition of deviance and delin-
quency is constructed based on the interactions of those in society. According to this concep-
tion, behaviors or conditions are not inherently deviant; they become so when the definition of 
deviance is applied to them. The study of deviance is not about why certain individuals violate 
norms, but instead about how those norms are constructed. Social constructionists believe that 
our understanding of the world is in constant negotiation between actors. Those who have a 
relativist conception define deviance and delinquency as those behaviors that elicit a definition 
or label of deviance:

Social groups create deviance by making the rules whose infraction constitutes deviance, 
and by applying those rules to particular people and labeling them as outsiders. For 
this point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the person commits but rather a 
consequence of the application by others of rules and sanctions to an “offender.” The 
deviant is one to whom that label has successfully been applied; deviant behavior is 
behavior that people so label.7

This is a fruitful conceptualization, but is also problematic. What about very serious viola-
tions of norms that are never known or reacted to? Some strict reactionists/relativists would 
argue that these acts (beliefs or attitudes) are not deviant. Most of us would agree that killing 
someone and making it look like he simply skipped the country is deviant; however, there may 
be no reaction.

Critical Conception of Delinquency
A third conception of deviance and delinquency that has not been advanced in many textbooks 
is a critical conception.8 Those working from a critical conception argue that the norma-
tive understanding of deviance and delinquency is established by those in power to maintain 
and enhance their power. It suggests that explorations of both have focused on a white, male, 
middle- to upper-class understanding of society that implies that people of color, girls, and 
youth from working poor neighborhoods are, by definition, delinquent. Instead of focusing on 
individual types of deviance or delinquency, this conception critiques the social system that 
exists that creates such norms in the first place. This too is a useful approach, but, frankly, there 
are many things that the vast majority of society agrees are immoral, unethical, and deviant and 
should be illegal, and the system actually serves to protect society’s interests. This book adopts a 
critical approach to crime and delinquency but offers a discussion of the theories that fall under 
both the normative conception and the social constructionist conception of delinquency (see 
Table 1.1).

Many behaviors that are 
not considered crimes for 
adults are still considered 
wrong for juveniles. These 
acts are called status 
offenses.

iStockphoto.com/FluxFactory

Social constructions of 
delinquency: Popular 
ideas about delinquency 
that are created and 
influenced by social, 
political, and economic 
factors and that change 
over time.

Critical conception of 
delinquency: A conception 
that critiques the existing 
social system that creates 
norms of oppression.
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8  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

TABLE 1.1  ●  Summary of Conceptions of Delinquency

Conceptions of 
Delinquency Delinquency is . . . Key Propositions

Normative A violation of 
norms, rules, or 
the law

Delinquency is caused by biological, psychological, 
environmental, or social factors that impact individuals 
or communities.

Social 
Constructionist

Constructed by 
society

Behaviors are not inherently delinquent, but they become 
so once society determines that they are delinquent.

Critical Established by those 
in power to maintain 
and enhance their 
power

Previous explorations of delinquency have focused on a 
white, male, middle- to upper-class understanding of society 
that implies that people of color, girls, and youth from 
working poor neighborhoods are, by definition, delinquent. 
Instead, this conception critiques the social system that 
establishes these beliefs and norms in the first place.

The Well-Being of Children

In order to better understand juvenile behavior (delinquent and nondelinquent) in the United 
States, it is important to understand the social context in which juveniles are living. Since 1994, the 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has partnered with several other federal agencies to track 
the well-being of children in the United States. Its priorities were to foster better collection of data 
and communication between agencies and the community on the state of children and childhood. 
Part of this effort is a yearly report, America’s Children in Brief: Key National Indicators of Well-Being.9 
The report tracks seven key areas of well-being, including family and social environment, economic 
circumstances, health care, physical environment and safety, behavior, education, and health.

In 1858, Samuel Phillips Day wrote an article on juvenile 
delinquents titled “Juvenile Crime: Its Cause, Character, 
and Cure.” Day argued that examining juvenile crime is even 
more important than examining adult crime, because the 
juvenile is the embodiment of the future and the past. Day 
listed the causes of delinquency as “pauperism, compul-
sion, evil example, temptation, and hereditary predisposition; 
incommodious dwellings and low lodging-houses; ignorance, 
intemperance, minor theatres, penny gaffs, dancing and 
singing saloons, gaming and betting.”10

As to the cure for delinquency, Day lamented the misdirec-
tion of “current” programs and policies, the waste of resourc-
es put toward these misguided programs, and the indifference 
he felt that much of society had for saving children.

There is more wisdom, more care, more knowledge 
applied in England, if not elsewhere, to the origin 

and growth of animals than to human beings; the 
latter owe their origin and growth to fortuitous 
circumstances, the former to intelligent care and 
scientific foresight. It is to this unpardonable neglect 
and stultified apathy that are due the horrible 
crimes and miseries set forth.11

Day concluded that while the “old” are beyond training, 
society should focus on the young because the young can 
still be saved from bad families and bad social training.

Discussion Question

1. As you read the chapters in this book, think about 
Day’s characterization of juveniles and the causes 
of juvenile delinquency. Do we still characterize 
juveniles and juvenile delinquency this way?

A FOCUS ON RESEARCH
SAMUEL PHILLIPS DAY’S “JUVENILE CRIME: ITS CAUSE, CHARACTER, AND CURE”

The most recent study reports that there were 73.7 million children (ages 0–17) in the United 
States in 2017. These numbers are projected to increase over the next 30 years. Approximately 
one third of those children fall in the age range of 12 to 17 (25.1 million, 2017 numbers). While 
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  9

the overall number of children has been increasing in recent years (and the increase is projected 
to continue), the proportion of children to adults has been decreasing, down from 36% in 1964 
to 23% in 2017. By approximately 2033, the proportion of adults over the age of 65 will be larger 
than the proportion of children under the age of 18. This decrease in proportion of the entire 
population is due largely to the decrease in the mortality rate (i.e., people are living longer).

Racial and ethnic diversity is also increasing among children. In 2017, 50.7% of children 
were white (non-Hispanic), 25.2% were Hispanic, 13.7% were black, 5.0% were Asian, 0.8% were 
American Indian or Alaskan Native, 0.2% were Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, and 
4.3% were two or more races.12 It is projected that by 2050, Latino children will be 31.9% of  
children, with white children making up 38.8% of the child population.

Economic Circumstances
The report offers several indicators of the economic well-being of children. The percentage of 
children living in poverty has decreased in the last decade from 22% in 2010 to 18% in 2016. But 
what is most striking is the link between race and ethnicity and the likelihood of living in pov-
erty. In 2017, 33% of black, non-Hispanic children; 26% of Hispanic children; 33% of American 
Indian children; 11% of Asian and Pacific Islander children; and 11% of white, non-Hispanic chil-
dren lived in poverty. This means that the poverty rate was 3 times higher for black and American 
Indian youth than for white youth and 2.5 times higher for Latino children than for white chil-
dren.13 In addition, 18% of children lived in a household that was considered food insecure in 
2016. Food insecurity is defined as reduced food intake; difficulty obtaining food, including a 
poor-quality diet because food cannot be obtained; and anxiety about obtaining food. While 
some food-insecure households managed to keep the effects from the children in the household 
(the adults reported they went without food so that the children did not have to), a majority of 
the households reported that children’s eating patterns and diets were affected, too.

Physical Environment and Safety
Although the percentage of children living in polluted conditions has decreased, in 2013, 
approximately 50% of all children still lived in an area where at least one air pollutant was 
above the allowable levels. Water pollutants 
have also decreased since these reports were 
first created. The percentage of children who 
lived in areas where the community drink-
ing water did not meet health-based stan-
dards decreased from 18% in 1993 to 6% in 
2013 (although it has fluctuated between 5% 
and 11% over the past 15 years). Although air 
and water pollutants have been decreasing, 
inadequate housing has been increasing for 
children. Inadequate housing is measured by 
crowding, physical inadequateness, and cost 
burden (greater than 30% of family income). 
Forty percent of households with children suf-
fer from at least one of these housing prob-
lems. In addition, “during 2009, an estimated 
346,000 children utilized homeless shelters or 
transitional housing services, a rate of 4.6 per 1,000 children.”14 And an estimated 138,000 
children, or 2 per 1,000 children, were found to be homeless during at least one night in 2013.

Education
Educational attainment has also been increasing for juveniles. The percentage of children gradu-
ating with a diploma or GED increased from 84% to 93% between 1980 and 2016. But these lev-
els were not the same for all children. White children increased their graduation rate from 87% 

One of the most troubling 
conditions in the United 
States is the number of 
children living in poverty. 
Almost 1 in 5 children live 
below the poverty level, 
with proportionally more 
youth of color than white 
youth living in poverty.

Spencer Platt/Getty Images News/
Getty Images
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10  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

in 1980 to 96% in 2016, while black children increased their rate from 75% in 1980 to 92.2% 
in 2016. Latino children had the greatest percentage increase, but they had consistently lower 
graduation rates than either white or black children: 57% in 1980 and 89.1% in 2016.15

In addition to high school graduation rates, the percentage of those who enroll in college right 
after high school has increased (although it has fluctuated) from 63% in 2000 to 67% in 2017.16 
These percentages have also been dependent on race and ethnicity. Asian (87%) and white youth 
are more likely to immediately enroll in college (69%) compared to black (58%) and Latino (67%) 
youth.17 Gender also influences this likelihood. In 2017, 61% of males, but 72% of females, imme-
diately enrolled in college. Although the percentages by gender fluctuate significantly, for many 
years there was no statistical difference in the likelihood to enroll by gender.

The Cradle-to-Prison Pipeline

A black boy born in 2001 has a 1 in 3 chance of going to prison in his lifetime; a Latino 
boy a 1 in 6 chance; and a white boy a 1 in 17 chance. A black girl born in 2001 has a 1 
in 17 chance of going to prison in her lifetime; a Latina girl a 1 in 45 chance; and a white 
girl a 1 in 111 chance.18

The Children’s Defense Fund, a nonprofit organization, has identified a phenomenon it refers 
to as the cradle-to-prison pipeline (see Figure 1.1; in Chapter 8 you will learn about the school-
to-prison pipeline). The cradle-to-prison pipeline refers to the many issues for children that make 
it more likely they will become incarcerated at some stage in their lives. These issues include 
pervasive poverty, inadequate access to health coverage, gaps in early childhood development, 
disparate educational opportunities, intolerable abuse and neglect, unmet mental and emotional 
problems, substance abuse, and overburdened, ineffective educational and juvenile justice sys-
tems that focus on zero tolerance and other suppression policies.19

What do these indicators tell us about the overall health and well-being of juveniles in 
this country? For the most part, indicators tell us that children are doing better in many 
ways now than they were 40 years ago—children are less likely to be living in a polluted area 
and more likely to have clean drinking water, more likely to graduate from high school, and 

While many well-being indicators for youth are decreasing, educational attainment is increasing; however, compared to 
other countries (see Chapter 8 on schools and delinquency), the United States still lags behind.

iStockphoto.com/SolStock
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  11

FIGURE 1.1  ●  The Cradle-to-Prison Pipeline

Source: Created using piktochart.com.
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12  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

more likely to enroll immediately in college. However, there are several things of which to be  
cautious. First, even though conditions are getting better for youth in some arenas, economic 
conditions are actually worse for children; more youth live in economic uncertainty now, 
insecure about both shelter and food. And both the gains and the losses made for children 
are dependent on race and ethnicity, gender, and class. In other words, whether a juvenile is 
black, Latino, white, Native American, or Asian, and whether the juvenile is male or female, 
or from a working poor or well-off family, impacts his or her experiences in the United States.

The United States as a Place Where Race,  
Class, Gender, and Sexuality Are Important

What does it mean when we say that in the United States race, class, gender, and sexuality still 
matter? It means that in the United States we have different experiences based on our race/eth-
nicity, class, gender, and sexuality (we also have different experiences based on our age, national-
ity, and abilities). One of the reasons we have these different experiences is because in the United 
States we define, describe, and distinguish people based on these different categories. This process 
is called social differentiation.20 Some categories are ascribed, meaning you are born into 
them and cannot change them; your race is an example of this. Some categories are achieved, 
meaning that they are more flexible, or that you have a better chance of changing them if you 
wish (or you can try to change them); your social class and religion are examples of these. Social 
differentiation leads to ranking; in other words, as we differentiate between people based on 
certain categories, we tend to rank the levels of these categories. For example, is it better to be 
rich or poor, educated or not educated, an adult or a child? These rankings are what form social 
inequality. Once the levels of a category such as age, race, gender, or class have had values 
placed on them (i.e., they have been ranked), we have placed “judgments of inequalities” on 
them.21 We have implicitly or explicitly decided it is better to be one value in that category than 
another. These value judgments may be more implicit than explicit, but that doesn’t mean they 
don’t exist. For example, no one comes right out and says it is better to be an adult than a child, 
and, in fact, some who have an idealized sense of childhood may argue that being a child is bet-
ter. But when you examine the level of power that is conferred on adulthood and childhood, it is 
easy to see that juveniles have much less power than adults have. They are more oppressed and 
rely on the “kindness of strangers” more than adults.

Social differentiation: The 
process by which we define, 
describe, and distinguish 
people based on different 
categories.

Ascribed category:  
A category that an individual 
is born into and cannot 
change.

Achieved category:  
A flexible category that 
individuals may be able to 
move in and out of.

Social inequality: Unequal 
distribution of resources, 
services, and positions.

The Center on Wrongful Convictions of Youth is a project 
at the Northwestern University School of Law that inves-
tigates convictions of youth who have some credible basis 
for a claim of innocence. The center believes that age may 
be a contributing factor to a wrongful conviction.

Among the leading contributors to wrongful convictions 
are false confessions. While it seems unlikely to many of us 
that we would ever falsely confess to a serious crime we did 
not commit, this has happened in numerous cases. Youth 
are overrepresented in false confession wrongful convic-
tions. There are several reasons this is the case. First, 
law enforcement interrogation tactics are designed to be 
unbearable; police emphasize that the individual is already 
caught, and there is little to no hope that the accused will 
go free. In addition, the techniques include long periods of 
interrogation and, oftentimes, false information about the 

state of the case. These tactics are allowed to be used on 
juveniles. Second, youth are socialized to respect author-
ity and authority figures such as the police. The combina-
tion of harsh tactics and youth who often trust and want 
to please the police means that false confessions can be 
likely. Youth who made false confessions and were finally 
exonerated report that they thought if they told the police 
what they wanted to hear they would be able to go home to 
their families.

In addition, juveniles are unsophisticated and are, 
therefore, less aware of their rights and less likely to 
be able to understand the long-term consequences of 
their confessions. Even when read their Miranda rights, 
juveniles often do not understand the intricacies of 
those rights (for example, that they are allowed to actu-
ally remain silent and not answer police questions). The 

FROM THE CLASSROOM TO THE COMMUNITY
CENTER ON WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS OF YOUTH
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  13

Individual Versus Institutional Racism, Classism, and Sexism
Individual racism, classism, or sexism occur when individuals hold personal attitudes of 
prejudice based on race, class, or gender and act on these attitudes in a discriminatory fashion.22 
This prejudice and discrimination can appear as the stereotyping of individuals based on their 
race, class, or gender. An example of this is the stereotype that girls are more delicate and prone 
to crying and hysteria than boys so they should not be trusted to do certain jobs or be in charge 
of important events. Sometimes individual racism, classism, and sexism are most evident in a per-
son’s speech; especially among young people who might manifest themselves in name-calling and 
bullying. But individual acts of racism, classism, and sexism can have a strong impact on the juve-
nile experience beyond bullying. For example, a teacher who assumes that most young, Latino 
men are in gangs has made a racist assumption that might impact the education that young 
Latinos receive in his classroom. A police officer who has classist beliefs about who is most likely to 
use drugs (she believes that working-class juveniles use drugs more than wealthy juveniles) might 
focus her policing in poor neighborhoods or handle teens from rich neighborhoods informally by 
taking them home to their parents if they get in trouble, while handling poorer teens formally and 
arresting them for their bad behavior.

Individual racism, classism, and sexism are 
important aspects of the juvenile experience in the 
United States, but institutional racism, classism, 
and sexism probably have a far greater impact on 
the juvenile experience. Institutional racism, 
classism, and/or sexism occur when individu-
als are disadvantaged because of their race, class, 
or gender because of the routine workings of insti-
tutions in the United States.23 Institutions refer to 
organizational structures such as the political sys-
tem, the legal system, media, and education. For 
the purposes of this book, we are most concerned 
with institutional racism, classism, and sexism that 
might exist in the criminal and juvenile justice sys-
tems and the educational system.

For example, the adult criminal justice system is still a very classist system of justice. How so? 
In its simplest terms, individuals will have a very different experience in the system based on how 
much money they have. Requiring bail means that those who can afford to pay will spend their 
time before trial at home, while those who cannot pay will spend their time before trial in a jail. 
Don’t ever underestimate the benefit of living at home, instead of jail, while waiting for trial. 
Those who are at home can participate in their legal defense in a way that those in jail cannot. 
Those at home have the benefit of friends and family around them in a way that those in jail do 
not. Those at home also arrive at their trial in street clothes, better fed, better rested, and better 
prepared in a way than those in jail do not. All else being equal between the individual who can 
pay bail and the one who cannot, the ability to make bail affects the experience of each individual.

Although racism, 
sexism, and classism 
were more overt in the 
past (e.g., schools—and 
other institutions—were 
segregated), there are 
still many examples of 
race, class, and gender 
impacting individual 
experiences in the United 
States. How might the 
experiences of these 
children differ over time?

iStockphoto.com/monkeybusinessimages

combination of not understanding their rights and failing 
to recognize the long-term consequences of confessing 
means that youth will falsely confess in hopes of getting 
out of the interrogation room. As of 2016, more than 100 
individuals convicted as youth have had their cases over-
turned as wrongful convictions, and some of these indi-
viduals spent more than 20 years in prison before they 
were exonerated.

Discussion Questions

1. What are the reasons that youth might offer a false 
confession to a crime they did not commit? How is 
it that juveniles might be more susceptible to these 
confessions than adults?

2. What safeguards could be put in place to ensure that 
juveniles do not engage in false confessions?

Source: Center on Wrongful Convictions of Youth. (2009). Northwestern University School of Law. Retrieved from http://cwcy.org/Default.aspx

Individual racism: The 
belief in the inferiority of 
certain racial or ethnic 
groups, often accompanied 
by discrimination.

Individual classism:  
Prejudice or discrimination 
based solely on someone’s 
class.

Individual sexism: 
Prejudice or discrimination 
based solely on someone’s 
sex.

Institutional racism: 
Racism that occurs when 
individuals are disadvantaged 
or oppressed because of 
their race because of the 
routine workings of social 
institutions.
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14  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

A lot has been heard in the news lately about the income gap 
in the United States and the world. The United States ranks 
worse than most of Europe and Asia, including India and 
China, and large parts of Africa. While no country has income 
equality, the gap has been increasing significantly in the 
United States over the last 30 years. The average household 
income (adjusted for inflation) has not changed over the last 
3 decades while the average household income for the top 1% 
has almost quadrupled (see Figure 1.2). The gap is puzzling 
to some economists who see industrialized countries as the 
least likely to experience an income gap. The idea is that a 

gap forms and exists for a while with a transition from one 
economic system, say agrarian to industrialized, but eventu-
ally those at the bottom start to catch up as everyone moves 
into better-paying jobs. However, this has not happened this 
time. One of the speculations is that education is not afford-
able for all households in the United States, so those in the 
bottom percentiles do not have the resources and therefore 
the opportunity to advance, while those at the top continue to 
accumulate wealth. We expect this will have a detrimental 
effect on juveniles in the United States if education remains 
out of reach for a portion of them.

FIGURE 1.2  ●  The Income Gap in the United States, 1970–2015
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics data retrieved downloaded from https://www.bls.gov/

Discussion Question

In addition to a lack of education, what might be other rea-
sons that the income gap in the United States is increasing 

instead of decreasing? When coming up with your answers, 
determine whether you are focusing on characteristics of 
those in the upper or lower economic groups or on broader,  
macro concerns, such as institutional characteristics.

IN THE NEWS
THE INCOME GAP

The Intersectionality of Race, Class, and Gender
In addition to race, class, and gender in their individual constructs having an important impact on 
the experiences of individuals in the United States, many argue that the intersection of these con-
structs has an important and exponential impact. What does this mean? At its most simple, this 
means that on many occasions we are impacted by racism, classism, and sexism (as well as hetero-
sexism and ableism) all at the same time. Kimberlé Crenshaw explains intersectionality like this:

It grew out of trying to conceptualize the way the law responded to issues where both 
race and gender discrimination were involved. What happened was like an accident, a 
collision. Intersectionality simply came from the idea that if you’re standing in the path 
of multiple forms of exclusion, you are likely to get hit by both. These women are injured, 
but when the race ambulance and the gender ambulance arrive at the scene, they see 
these women of color lying in the intersection and they say, “Well, we can’t figure out if 

Institutional classism: 
Classism that occurs when 
individuals are disadvantaged 
or oppressed because of 
their class because of the 
routine workings of social 
institutions.

Institutional sexism:  
Sexism that occurs when 
individuals are disadvantaged 
or oppressed because of 
their sex or gender because 
of the routine workings of 
social institutions.
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  15

this was just race or just sex discrimination. 
And unless they can show us which one it 
was, we can’t help them.”24

While Crenshaw is specifically examining 
the differential experience that one might have 
with the law, the idea of intersectionality can be 
applied in many more instances than just this. 
One of the central considerations of intersection-
ality is that a power hierarchy exists in social rela-
tions. In other words, a system of power exists in 
which some hold more power than others based 
on the social groups they identify with. Hill 
Collins calls this power hierarchy a “matrix of 
domination.”25 The farther down the matrix an 
individual is situated, the more inequality that 
individual experiences. These experiences are not additive but exponential.26 For example, if we 
examine the illustration by Crenshaw above, it isn’t just that being black and a woman means that 
you are discriminated against based upon your race and gender. It can also mean that the system 
does not know how to alleviate those multiple oppressions and often compounds them.

In addition to the fact that intersectionalities can reinforce inequality, Hill Collins and 
Burgess-Proctor argue that these intersectionalities can mean that individuals experience both 
oppression and privilege.27 They argue that most individuals are not entirely oppressed or privi-
leged—their social location on the matrix of domination means that they can be both oppressed 
and privileged along certain dimensions (i.e., race, ethnicity, class, gender, sexuality, religion, 
nationality, ability, etc.) at the same time.

The Sociological Imagination

As you begin your investigation of juvenile delinquency in this book, it is important for you to turn 
on your “sociological imagination.” This idea comes from the work of C. Wright Mills, who argued 
that the only way to truly understand the experiences of the individual is to first understand the 
societal, institutional, historical conditions that individual is living under. In other words, Mills 
believed that no man, woman, or child is an island. Below are excerpts from his profound book.

Men do not usually define the troubles they endure in terms of historical change and 
institutional contradiction. The well-being they enjoy, they do not usually impute to 
the big ups and downs of the societies in which they live. Seldom aware of the intricate 
connection between the patterns of their own lives and the course of world history, 
ordinary men do not usually know what this connection means for the kinds of men they 
are becoming and for the kinds of history-making in which they might take part. They 
do not possess the quality of mind essential to grasp the interplay of man and society, of 
biography and history, of self and world. They cannot cope with their personal troubles in 
such ways as to control the structural transformations that usually lie behind them.

The sociological imagination enables its possessor to understand the larger historical 
scene in terms of its meaning for the inner life and the external career of a variety of 
individuals. It enables him to take into account how individuals, in the welter of their 
daily experience, often become falsely conscious of their social positions. With that 
welter, the framework of modern society is sought, and within that framework the 
psychologies of a variety of men and women are formulated. By such means the personal 
uneasiness of individuals is focused upon explicit troubles and the indifference of publics 
is transformed into involvement with public issues.

The first fruit of this imagination—and the first lesson of the social science that embodies 
it—is the idea that the individual can understand his own experience and gauge his own 

People will come to 
different conclusions 
about what the roots of a 
given act of delinquency 
(such as shoplifting) 
are, depending on what 
theoretical lens they use to 
examine it.

© istockphoto.com/Fertnig
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16  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

fate only by locating himself within his period, that he can know his own chances in life 
only by becoming aware of those of all individuals in his circumstances. In many ways it 
is a terrible lesson; in many ways a magnificent one.

In these terms, consider unemployment. When, in a city of 100,000, only one man 
is unemployed, that is his personal trouble, and for its relief we properly look to the 
character of the man, his skills, and his immediate opportunities. But when in a nation of 
50 million employees, 15 million men are unemployed, that is an issue, and we may not 
hope to find its solution within the range of opportunities open to any one individual. 
The very structure of opportunities has collapsed. Both the correct statement of the 
problem and the range of possible solutions require us to consider the economic and 
political institutions of the society, and not merely the personal situation and character of 
a scatter of individuals.

What we experience in various and specific milieu, I have noted, is often caused by 
structural changes. Accordingly, to understand the changes of many personal milieu we 
are required to look beyond them. And the number and variety of such structural changes 
increase as the institutions within connected with one another. To be aware of the idea 
of social structure and to use it with sensibility is to be capable of tracing such linkages 
among a great variety of milieu. To be able to do that is to possess the sociological 
imagination.28

We have an example that might help explain the importance of a sociological imagination that 
should resonate with college students. In the United States, one of the persistent philosophies is 
individualism and personal responsibility. Under this philosophy, individuals are assumed to be 
solely responsible for their successes and failures. This philosophy relies heavily on the notion 
that individuals are rational actors who weigh the cost and benefit of their actions, can see the 
consequences of their behavior, and have perfect information. This example helps individuals 
who rely heavily on this conception of the individual to see the importance of social structure to 
individual behavior.

As a college student, you are often reminded that you are responsible for your own work and 
your own grades. As professors we expect that you come to class, study at least 2 hours a week 
outside of class for each unit you are taking, start your papers for class early in the semester, don’t 
plagiarize, and stay awake in class. We expect you to pick a major in your sophomore year, that 
you know what general education courses you need to take, and that you make appointments 
with your advisor when you have questions. If you put in this effort, ask for extra help when 
needed, come to office hours, and study hard, we expect you will graduate in a timely manner 
with a degree in your intended major. But is this always the case?

During hard economic times when state and federal budgets are uncertain, your experience 
as a college student is different than when economic times are better. As university budgets 
become tighter, it may be harder to get the major you want. Even if you do get the major you 
want, the courses to complete that major are fewer and farther between, and class sizes increase, 
which means it is harder to get one-on-one time with your professor. All of a sudden the degree 
that you expected to earn in 4 years (if you are going full time) takes 6 years because you can-
not get classes, and because tuition has increased and you need to go part time so that you may 
work more hours to pay that tuition. The economy has an impact on the educational system and 
through this has a very real and personal impact on you. This impact will not be uniform across 
populations or categories of people. For example, working-class students may be impacted sooner 
or more strongly by some of the economic forces than wealthier students.

Your Sociological Imagination Put to the Test: Five Vignettes
It may be easy as a college student to see how a stagnant economy affects your experiences as 
you earn your degree, but now we turn to the experiences of juveniles, their behavior, and the 
juvenile justice system. How do social forces and the social structure affect individual juveniles?
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  17

Vignette 1: The Problem of Jesse

Jesse is 6 years old. He is in the first grade at a public elementary school in a medium-sized city. 
While in kindergarten and now the first grade, Jesse has gotten into a fair amount of trouble. His 
mother and father have been called more than once to come get him from school. Most of Jesse’s 
behavior can be considered “youthful”: While in kindergarten, he hid under the table while other 
children were doing their work; he was disruptive in the classroom, laughing and running around 
when he should have been working; he hugged kids on the playground “enthusiastically”; and on 
occasion he would play “war” with other little boys, and he would hit or kick them during the game. 
He does not listen well to his teachers. But some of his behavior is a bit more troublesome. He is 
openly defiant with his teacher and the playground supervisor. If he is told to stop doing something, 
he often takes this as a challenge to go further. His rough behavior has hurt several kids on the 
playground (nothing serious, but both children started to cry).

The school that Jesse attends is an excellent one in the district. It receives Title I money, which 
means that a large percentage of its children qualify for free lunches; it earns very good test 
scores; and it can count on heavy participation from the parents and PTA. However, the budget has 
suffered a series of blows for the whole district. Teachers have been threatened with layoffs. The 
music teacher, PE teacher, and librarian have been laid off. The class size has increased every year 
over the past 5 years. This year, Jesse’s class has 32 children in it, with one teacher, no aides, and 
intermittent help from parents.

Jesse’s teacher admits that she has a problem with Jesse. She says that she cannot teach the other 
31 children if she has to focus so much attention on him. She estimates that about 10% to 15% of 
every day is spent somehow dealing with Jesse. She is frustrated with the situation, feeling pressure 
from the school to keep up with her coursework and achieve good test scores, and frustrated with 
the number of children in the classroom.

Jesse’s most recent run-in happened when he drew a stick figure of a man who looked like he might 
be naked. Jesse’s mom was called and asked to come to the principal’s office. The principal showed 
the picture to Jesse’s mom and explained that the school had a zero-tolerance policy for such things 
and that if Jesse drew any more pictures ever of stick figures whose “private parts” were showing he 
would be suspended from the school.

Can this situation be resolved? If so, how should it be resolved? What are the main problems you  
see in the scenario? What factors are contributing to these problems? How might these problems  
be resolved?

What did you define as the problems in this scenario? Did you focus on Jesse’s behavior? 
Admittedly, Jesse is disruptive. He clearly does not know how to interact with the children around 
him in a manner that the school expects. And his openly defiant behavior with his teacher dis-
rupts the learning environment, making her job harder and taking away from the educational 
time she has with the rest of the class. Besides, let’s face it, it is really irritating to be around a child 
who is disruptive and defiant.

But is this all that is going on? Using your sociological imagination, what might be contribut-
ing to the focus on Jesse’s behavior?

The first issue is the budgetary problems for the school. The school has had to lay off the 
librarian, the PE teacher, and the music teacher. This means that those activities, PE, music, 
and visiting the library, fall to the teacher to organize and supervise. In other words, the 
teacher is being asked to do her job and the job of three other professionals. In addition,  
she is being told to do her job with more students in the classroom (32 this year) with no 
increase in professional help (no additional aide). Instead, the teacher must rely on the help of 
her students’ parents. In this context, Jesse’s behavior is even more disruptive. If the teacher 
had an aide or fewer children (for example, in California there was a program to maintain 
class size for grades K–3 at 20 students, which has been scrapped in many districts because of 
the budget problems), she might be able to work with Jesse and help him understand how to 
change his disruptive behavior.

The second issue is the school’s zero-tolerance policy. This policy often catches incidents that 
no one would expect would lead to suspension. In the case of the picture that Jesse drew, a stick 
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18  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

figure was determined to be naked, and though that may or may not have been Jesse’s intention, 
a zero-tolerance policy does not leave room for discretion in many of these instances. Instead, if 
someone defines the juvenile’s behavior as wrong, the child automatically receives the punish-
ment. It probably would not help Jesse and his behavior to be suspended over the drawing of a 
stick figure.

Vignette 2: Theories of Delinquency—Normative,  
Social Constructionist, and Critical

Jessica and Alicia are 13-year-old twins starting the eighth grade at Parkside Elementary. They live 
with their mother, Andrea, in a house several blocks from the school. They moved into the house 
about a year ago, and Andrea works extra shifts and overtime whenever she gets the chance so 
that they can make the house payments. Prior to moving into the house, they had lived across town 
in a school district that was underfunded and dangerous. The street they lived on had experienced 
repeated violence. Even though Andrea must work extra shifts, she is less worried about her kids in 
this neighborhood than the one they were in previously.

But because of the increased house payment, Jessica and Alicia often come home to an empty 
house. Recently, they have met a young girl, Laurie. Laurie shoplifts candy from the  
convenience store near their house, sticks sugar in the gas tanks of cars she doesn’t like  
(she particularly does not like Acuras because her mother drives one), and has been known to 
torture small animals.

Recently, Jessica and Alicia were caught stealing Butterfingers from the convenience store (Laurie 
had left the store about 5 minutes earlier and was not caught taking anything). The police were 
called, and they called Andrea. She came and picked the girls up and took them home. The next 
afternoon, Jessica, Alicia, and Laurie went back to the store. They were told that they were not 
allowed back in because they had been caught stealing the day before. Jessica and Alicia were very 
embarrassed, and Laurie was very mad about being denied entry. Laurie suggested they put sugar in 
the convenience store clerk’s gas tank. Neither Jessica nor Alicia wanted to and had started to walk 
away, but Laurie pulled sugar out of her backpack and was prying open the gas tank when the same 
police officer pulled up to the back of the convenience store. She stopped Laurie and detained all 
three girls for attempted vandalizing.

What are the problems that you see in this scenario? What might be the solutions that could address 
these problems?

If you focus on the shoplifting behavior of Jessica and Alicia and the vandalizing and torturous 
treatment that Laurie engages in, you have approached this scenario from a certain conceptual-
ization, normative. What might be the reasons for Jessica, Alicia, and Laurie’s behavior? Some 
may suggest that because Jessica and Alicia are left alone at home, they are not getting supervised 
as well as they should be, while some might argue this is because they come from a single-parent 
household. Others might point to Jessica and Alicia’s new friendship with Laurie. They might 
argue that Jessica and Alicia are learning this delinquent behavior from their new friend. Finally, 
those who focused on Laurie’s delinquency might argue that she seems to have very few good 
coping mechanisms for strain in her life; she clearly has a strained relationship with her mother 
and being denied entrance to the convenience store pushed her to vandalize the convenience 
store clerk’s car.

Those of you who identified the major problem in this scenario as the fact that Jessica and 
Alicia have just been arrested for an act they did not engage in, vandalizing the car, may be 
approaching this scenario from a social constructionist’s conceptualization. Social construc-
tionists may argue that Jessica and Alicia have been labeled because of their past behavior and 
their friendship with Laurie. Given that the police officer had just interacted with Jessica and 
Alicia the day before, it is likely that she may expect that they were involved in the vandal-
ization, too. Even though Jessica and Alicia did not vandalize the car, the expectation of the 
police officer is that they were a part of the act. This expectation impacts the interaction that 
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  19

the police officer has with them and the treat-
ment (getting arrested) that Jessica and Alicia 
experience.

Finally, a few of you might have identi-
fied the main problem of the scenario as the 
fact that Andrea had to move her children to a 
whole new neighborhood in order to help them 
receive a good education with a decreased likeli-
hood they would be hurt while walking home 
from school or playing in their yard. Those of 
you who focused on this are taking a critical con-
ceptualization. Instead of focusing on the minor 
delinquency, this conceptualization focuses on 
the structure of the system that requires that an 
individual actually move in order to remain safe 
and get a decent education. Those following this 
conception would also critique a system that had required that an individual work two jobs in 
order to make rent and support her family. This conception would be less interested in the behav-
ior in which each girl engaged.

Vignette 3: The Problem of Appropriate Policies

The members of the South State Legislature have come close to finishing their proposed budget for 
the fiscal year. However, they find themselves with something of a predicament. For the first time in 
30 years, they do not have enough programs to spend money on. For this reason, they find they have 
$25 million (which is a lot less than you think it is) that they can allocate to a special program or 
project. The drawback is that this money may only be available this one time—there is no guarantee 
that future budgets could provide continued support. There has been a proposal that this money be 
used on the children of South State to show a renewed commitment to the next generation at the 
turn of the century. Two proposals have been put forth for the one-time allotment of funds.

Rebecca Hanlin has suggested that the money be used to increase the bed size at two South State 
detention centers. This would include building or adding on to several buildings in each facility and 
supplying the needed infrastructure, such as beds, bedding, and food, for the increase in inmates. 
The existing facilities are well made, but nearing their maximum capacities, and Hanlin has made an 
argument that it is likely, given the demographics of the area and a predicted increase in teenagers 
in the area in the next 10 years, that there will also be an increase in delinquency rates. She wants to 
be ready with larger detention facilities.

Richard Harring has suggested that the money be used to create five new community facilities in 
underserved areas that would include small libraries as well as sports equipment. These facilities 
would be open after school and on weekends for children under the age of 18 to use. The five areas 
he has suggested have little available for juveniles at the present time.

Both proposals have been reviewed by the South State Legislature and have been determined to 
be within the proposed budget of $25 million. It is your job to decide which of the above proposals 
should be sponsored and receive the $25 million. The money can be spent on only one project. 
Spend a moment deciding which one you would choose. What are your reasons for making  
this choice?

These two proposals come from fundamentally different philosophies about how to approach 
juveniles and juvenile delinquency (which we will discuss further in the last section of the book). 
If you chose Rebecca Hanlin’s proposal, it might be argued that you are supporting a deterrent or 
punishment philosophy, in which you expect that delinquency will increase and that the only 
way to combat delinquency is to be ready to punish those who have engaged in it. Over the last 
30 years, this philosophy has been argued for and supported (with increased funds) in many 
jurisdictions in the United States. We have increased our budgets for the criminal justice system, 

When states dedicate 
money to building 
detention facilities, they 
often take money away 
from education and social 
programs.

istockphoto.com/BanksPhotos
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20  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

increased our laws that address juvenile misbehavior, and increased our policies that socially 
control juveniles.

In contrast, if you chose Richard Harring’s proposal, it could be argued that you are support-
ing a preventative philosophy toward juvenile delinquency. This philosophy focuses on offering 
resources and support to juveniles before they engage in misbehavior and are picked up by the 
police. Prevention can focus on areas or juveniles who society suspects might be more likely to 
engage in delinquency (or who have less personal resources) such as Richard Harring’s proposal, 
which focuses on underserved communities. Or prevention programs can focus on the juvenile 
population as a whole (such as California’s push to lower class sizes to a manageable 20 students 
per classroom; while this program’s first intent was to support better performance in the class-
room, a secondary outcome might be less delinquency as juveniles get more rewards out of their 
educational experiences).

Vignette 4: Unequal Enforcement—Class

Lillyburg has had an increasing homeless problem, especially homeless youth. In order to curb this 
problem, a new law has just been suggested in Lillyburg making it a misdemeanor to sit on public 
sidewalks or in nondesignated sitting areas between the hours of 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. Opponents 
of this proposal point out that this law may be differentially enforced because Lillyburg is a large 
tourist town and often tourists can be found sitting on sidewalks and in nondesignated sitting 
areas. Proponents of the bill insist it will solve the homeless youth problem and that because it is 
only a misdemeanor, the law is not meant to be overly punitive. Most individuals will only be fined 
for breaking the law by sitting on sidewalks between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. Should this proposal be 
made into a law? What are the ramifications of such a law? Who is most likely to be affected by a 
law like this?

Randall Kennedy discussed the impact of unequal enforcement in his book Race, Crime, and 
the Law.29 While he focused his attention on the detrimental effects of unequal enforcement of 
the law on communities of color, his ideas can be applied in this example, too. Unequal enforce-
ment is the idea either that the law is written in a manner that focuses attention on one group 
disproportionately over another, or that supposedly neutral laws are applied in a manner that 

Loitering and public nuisance laws are rarely uniformly applied. What is considered loitering, and what is considered the 
proper use of a public park bench?

©iStockphoto.com/Juanmonino
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  21

oppresses one group more than another. The law in Lillyburg can be used as an example. In its 
language, this law is class, race, and gender neutral. It merely stipulates that it is illegal to sit on 
the sidewalk between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. However, the discourse around this law shows that it 
was written for a less neutral purpose. Homeless youth are the target of this law. And it is likely 
in the application of this law (who it is used against) that homeless juveniles will more likely be 
arrested. It is unlikely that a tourist family with a couple of kids will be arrested for sitting in a 
nondesignated sitting area.

In addition, while the punishment (sentence) attached to this law is minimal in the eyes 
of most individuals (someone arrested for sitting would be fined), given that the law is aimed 
at homeless youth (by definition, juveniles who have so little resources they are living on the 
street), even a small fine can mean jail time because they will have no way of paying. Finally, a 
policy such as this, focused on individuals who will probably habitually break it (in other words, 
homeless youth have very few choices about where they can go; it is likely they will still live on 
the streets and sit on the sidewalks), will likely mean that the homeless youth will be considered 
chronic offenders, and, as we will see, chronic juvenile offenders are treated differently in the 
juvenile justice system than nonchronic offenders.

Vignette 5: Unequal Enforcement—Race and Gender

Maria is a 16-year-old Latina who has just gotten in trouble with the police. She was with her cousin 
in their neighborhood (a working-poor, Latino neighborhood near Tempe, Arizona) while he was 
holding 10 ounces of methamphetamine (meth), which is the minimum amount to be charged with 
selling drugs (instead of possession of meth). Maria claims she did not know her cousin had the 
drugs, and he was not selling at the time they were caught. Because it is Maria’s first offense, she 
was charged with possession (because she was with her cousin), but charged in the juvenile court. 
The court adjudicated her true (found her guilty of drug possession) and gave her a disposition 
(sentence) of 3 days in detention. Upon completing her disposition, Maria received probation and 
must comply with a list of rules in order to remain out of trouble. Included on this list is that Maria 
must improve her grades in school, comply with a 7 p.m. curfew, and have no contact with her 
boyfriend (whom her probation officer has decided, because of several conversations with Maria’s 
mother, is a bad influence on her).

Last week Maria came home at 7:15 p.m., and her mom called her probation officer, telling him that 
Maria had been late home and that she suspected Maria had been out with her boyfriend. Maria 
does not dispute that she came home 15 minutes late, but says she was late because the bus she 
takes from work did not show up, so she had to start to walk home and catch a later bus that finally 
happened by. She could not call her mom to tell her because her mom took away her cell phone 
when she got in trouble in the first place.

The probation officer considers this to be a violation of her probation, and Maria is now back in court 
for this violation. The court has no evidence that Maria saw her boyfriend, but they do have Maria’s 
admission that she was 15 minutes late coming home. The judge hearing the case admonishes 
Maria for violating her curfew and not listening to her mother about who she should date and gives 
her 30 days of detention for the violation.

What are the main problems you see in the scenario? What factors are contributing to these 
problems? How might these problems be resolved?

This case might be considered harsh and unlikely, but it was a real case witnessed by the 
authors. In this case, Maria has found herself in trouble. She is hanging out with individuals 
who are getting in trouble with the police and dragging her into that trouble. But what does our 
sociological imagination and a critical perspective help us observe about her experiences? First, 
Maria and her cousin live in Arizona in a predominantly Latino community. It is likely that this 
community experiences a stronger police presence than other communities in Tempe because of 
the strong, declared focus on immigration in Arizona. In other words, had Maria and her cousin 
been from a different neighborhood, her cousin may not have been caught (which is a whole 
separate discussion, but given that Maria was unaware of her cousin’s possession of meth, it  
certainly would have benefitted her to not get caught).
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22  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

Now that Maria has been caught up in the juvenile justice system, she must contend with 
a new issue. While status offenses should not be used to arrest a juvenile, once a juvenile has 
been arrested and brought into the system, behaviors that are considered status offenses are 
often listed on probation agreements. The dating and sexual behavior of girls is often man-
aged and controlled through these agreements,30 as it is for Maria. Over the years, the juvenile 
justice system has focused more attention on the sexual behavior of girls than that of boys.31 In 
this instance, with very little concrete proof of interaction between Maria and her boyfriend, it 
appears the judge has taken this into consideration when deciding on the disposition that Maria 
will serve for violating her curfew.

This case can be used as an example of the importance of the intersections of race and gen-
der for the experiences of many juveniles in the juvenile justice system. It could be argued that 
Maria has more likely been caught up in the system in the first place because of the community 
she was in when arrested, and certainly her experiences once in the system are somewhat depen-
dent on her gender.

These vignettes are examples of the issues that this book will explore. They represent our focus 
on theory and contextual concerns such as family and school. They illustrate the importance of 
thinking beyond personal responsibility and agency to include an understanding of social forces 
and social structure when examining juvenile delinquency and the societal responses to it. And 
they illustrate the importance of examining juvenile delinquency through an intersectional 
lens, which highlights the effects of race, class, and gender and other social variables on juvenile 
delinquency and the societal responses to it.

The Juvenile Justice System and Diversity

This chapter, so far, has explored the importance of diversity in the United States and the impact 
that such characteristics as race, gender, or sexual orientation may have on juveniles. We see 
that it can impact their educational experiences or their likelihood to be in poverty. We also see 
from the vignettes above that race, gender, class, and other characteristics, such as sexual orien-
tation and age, can impact the experiences that juveniles have as they go through the juvenile 
justice system.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the stages of the juvenile justice system in comparison to the adult  
system. We spend a significant amount of time in Chapters 2, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 discussing 
the history, stages, and philosophy of the system from policing to corrections, but we want to 
spend the next several paragraphs introducing the system and emphasizing the importance of 
diversity and inequality for juvenile experiences in this system. As you will learn in Chapters 
2 and 11, the juvenile system was created under a different philosophy than the adult system. 
While the adult system focuses on punishment, the juvenile system was created under a phi-
losophy that children are savable and thus rehabilitation, not punishment, should be the focus. 
This meant that the system for many years operated with a lack of formal legal procedures (in 
other words, the system did not follow a systematic set of rules, but instead relied on “informal” 
justice) and judicial discretion.32 This informality and discretion was based on the idea that the 
system needed to pay attention to the child as an individual and offer what was best for each 
child’s circumstances. The problem with that system was that often the treatment looked very 
much like punishment (children were kept for long periods of time with little focus on rehabili-
tation), and the discretion meant that children were vulnerable to the decision-making practices 
of individual workers in the system.33 And certain children were found to be even more vulner-
able than children in general. For example, girls who were suspected of sexual behavior were 
kept in detention facilities until a marriageable age, while boys who were found to be engaging 
in sexual behavior were not held in detention.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the Supreme Court made several changes as a result of the realiza-
tions that discretion in the system and a lack of formal protections for youth meant that youth 
were vulnerable to unequal treatment. These changes instituted formal rules, the most important 
of which were that juveniles had the right to an attorney, a notice of the charges against them, 
to confront their accuser, and to not incriminate themselves. If these rights sound familiar, it is 
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24  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

because they are from the Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Juveniles were 
not afforded these constitutional rights until 1967. The introduction of these rules is known as 
the due process era because juveniles were given many of the same due process rights as adults. In 
order to assure these rights, though, the juvenile justice system had to create formal procedures 
(e.g., creating the role of prosecuting and defense attorney for all court cases).

The irony is that with the formalization of the system came a similarity to the adult 
system. Remember that the juvenile justice system was created to be different from the adult 
system, and yet, with the introduction of these constitutional rights, the juvenile system 
became more similar to the adult system.34 Now both systems follow similar legal rules, and 
often their outcomes (punishments) look very similar, too. So similar that some research-
ers argue that maybe it is time for a single criminal justice system for both juveniles and 
adults.35

A second irony of this formalization is that it did not protect juveniles from being treated 
differently based on their personal characteristics. The adult and juvenile justice systems both 
experienced an increased focus on rules and guidelines meant, in part, to decrease the dis-
crimination that was found to exist when judicial discretion (the practice of having judges 
make the decisions about how long an individual should be sentenced) was in play. However, 
many researchers found that when judicial discretion was limited through such practices as 
sentencing guidelines, the discretion did not disappear but merely moved to an early stage.36 
For example, prosecutorial discretion became much more influential because the decision of 
how to charge an individual was now more important.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the five main stages of both the adult and juvenile systems: (1) entry into 
the system, (2) prosecution and pretrial services, (3) adjudication, (4) sentencing and sanctions, 
and (5) corrections. Both the juvenile and adult systems have these five general stages, but as 
the figure illustrates, within these five general stages, there are slight differences. The top two 
lines of the figure show the adult process for felony and misdemeanor arrests; the bottom line 
shows the juvenile process through the system. While much of the experience is becoming more 
similar between the systems, on its surface this figure shows one of the bigger differences that 
stems from the initial philosophy of the juvenile system at its creation. The system was created 
with the belief that juveniles could be saved, so instead of punishment, the system should focus 
on treatment. This meant that the system was created using different language that did not rep-
resent the punishment language of the adult system. For example, where the adult system refers 
to a trial, the juvenile system says hearing; where the adult system says sentence, the juvenile 
system refers to a disposition. We will go into much more detail in Chapters 12, 13, and 14 about 
the stages of the juvenile justice system.

Philosophy and Organization of the Book

This book is an introduction to the study of juvenile delinquency written from a critical per-
spective. It offers a critical understanding of juvenile delinquency, focusing on issues of race, 
class, and gender. The book is organized into four sections. The first section focuses on how 
we define and measure delinquency, paying special attention to the historical progression of 
juvenile delinquency and the role that media play in our contemporary understanding of delin-
quency. In these chapters, we will focus on how the concept of juvenile delinquency was first 
used to control communities of color, girls, and the working poor, and we will compare this 
to current processes that may be similar. We will examine the trends in delinquency since the 
1980s, paying special attention to the relationship between race and ethnicity and delinquency 
and gender and delinquency. And we will ask ourselves, “Does the type of data we use impact 
our understanding of delinquency and these relationships?”

Our second and third sections of the book focus on the contexts of delinquency and theoreti-
cal explanations of delinquency. We will start by offering three theoretical chapters on micro-
level theories, macro-level theories, and critical theories that either help predict the likelihood 
that an individual might engage in delinquency; help explain changing trends in delinquency, 
or delinquency rates for neighborhoods and communities; or explain why certain laws are  
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Chapter 1 • Thinking About Juvenile Delinquency in a Diverse Society  25

Summary

The study of delinquency is more complex than 
you might think at the outset. Not only must we 
understand the context in which youth exist, 
but we must understand the changing societal 
definitions of acceptable and unacceptable 
behavior. We think this makes this area exciting and 
full of possibilities for advancing the understanding 
of youth behavior. As you start your exploration of 
juvenile delinquency, we will end this chapter with 
a final story to illustrate the complexity of youth 
behavior. One of us has a son who has an anxiety 
disorder. He is almost paralyzed with worry that he 
is violating the rules. Research tells us that swearing 
can alleviate both social and physical pain.37 I have 
found that allowing him to swear gives him a bit 
of power over his anxiety. And, let me tell you, 
the only people better at swearing are truck drivers 
and his mother (I am actually rather proud of his 
creativity). So yes, when he gets anxious, he often 
drops the F-bomb, sometimes rather loudly to his 

grandmother’s consternation. So the questions are 
these: Should parents sanction swearing for school 
children? Is my child more likely to engage in 
delinquency because his parents actively allow him 
to break the norms on swearing for young children? 
How do I manage his anxiousness and swearing 
outside the household? If he engages in delinquent 
behavior down the road, is it my fault because I 
did not set boundaries for some of his behavior? 
If I told you that much of his anxiousness stems 
from being bullied at school, would it change your 
answers above? In the long run, if he turns out to 
be a rule-following adult, does any of his youth 
behavior matter?

We are not sure that this book will answer all of 
these questions for you, or that the book is even 
meant to, but we hope that it helps you prepare 
yourself to think critically about these questions 
and stand behind whatever answers you arrive at.

Two of the themes in this chapter are the characterization 
of the juvenile and the social construction of juvenile delin-
quency. In this activity, try your hand at investigating how 
the media portray juveniles and juvenile delinquency.

1. Search the Internet for news media pieces on 
juveniles and/or juvenile delinquency. Is there a 

difference in how print media presents these topics 
compared to television news?

2. Find five news articles on juvenile delinquency. 
What are the behaviors that are being 
described in these articles? Do the articles 
suggest a reason for the delinquent behavior 

Eye on Diversity Exercise: Social Construction and Media

created, certain communities are focused on, or certain groups are targeted as delinquent. In sec-
tion three, we will examine the relationship between family, schools, peers and gangs, and drugs 
and our understanding and beliefs about delinquency. What are the contexts in which juvenile 
delinquency seems more prevalent? Do our societal beliefs about family, school, peers and gangs, 
or drugs impact our beliefs about delinquency? And do juveniles’ social location, as youth of 
color, boys or girls, and/or youth with or without resources, affect the contexts of delinquency?

Our fourth section of the book examines societal responses to delinquency. We will examine 
why we have a separate juvenile justice system; policing; juvenile courts and the process of the 
system; detention and corrections; and prevention, rehabilitation, and restorative approaches to 
delinquency. In these chapters, we will focus on the impact of race, class, and gender and other 
social variables on both the creation and maintenance of these various policies and programs, 
and the impact that race, class, gender, sexuality, and other social factors have on the experi-
ences of youth in these arenas.

When finished with this book, you should be better prepared to apply your sociological 
imagination to the connections between young people, their behaviors, and the world in 
which they live.
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26  Part 1 • Understanding Juvenile Delinquency

Chapter Pretest Answers

1. True

2. False

3. True

4. True

5. False

6. False

7. False

Student Study Site

edge.sagepub.com/bates3e

Sharpen your skills with SAGE edge!

SAGE edge for students provides a personalized approach to help you accomplish your coursework goals in an 
easy-to-use learning environment. You’ll find action plans, mobile-friendly eFlashcards, and quizzes, as well as 
videos, web resources, and links to SAGE journal articles to support and expand on the concepts presented in this 
chapter. Check out the website for original videos of former offenders discussing their experiences as juveniles.

Key Terms

Achieved category 12
Ascribed category 12
Critical conception of 

delinquency 7
Folkways 6
Individual classism 13
Individual racism 13

Individual sexism 13
Institutional  

classism 14
Institutional racism 13
Institutional sexism 14
Laws 6
Mores 6

Normative conception of 
delinquency 6

Social constructionist conception 
of delinquency 7

Social differentiation 12
Social inequality 12
Status offenses 5

Discussion Questions

1. Explain the conceptions of delinquency. Using 
each conception of delinquency, explain 
juvenile gangs and the societal reaction to them.

2. Explain the current well-being of children.  
What is their economic, physical, and 
educational well-being? Are they currently 
better off than they were a decade or two ago?

3. What is the difference between individual and 
institutional racism, classism, and sexism? Give 
an example of each.

4. How are intersectionality and the matrix of 
domination important to our understanding 
of the impact of race, class and gender, on the 
experiences of juveniles?

5. What is the sociological imagination? How 
might it be used to help us understand juvenile 
delinquency?

being reported? What are the conceptions of 
delinquency that the media reports are using? Is 
one conception used more than others? If so, why 
might this be the case?

3. Finally, what are the characteristics (categories) 
of the youth who are being portrayed as delinquent 
in these articles? Are certain categories 
overrepresented in the news articles?
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